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Abstract 

In Deep learning methods such as automatic encoder, long-term short-term memory 

(LSTM) and repetitive neural network (RNN), in mixed group of population, fasting blood 

glucose level (FBGL) was used to detect the BG level. The Indian population is healthy and 

sick. The appearance of high FBGL from the electrochemical parameters of human saliva, 

redox potential, pH, concentration of sodium, and calcium ions was evaluated. Samples 

were taken from 175 randomly particular persons, half of healthy patients and half of those 

with diabetes. Models were trained with 70% of all data and tested in the remaining set. In 

every algorithm, the data points were randomly crossed three times before the model was 

implemented. The effectiveness of machine learning techniques is presented in terms of the 

four parameters that are statistically significant, the accuracy, the sensitivity, and the F1 

score. The proposed analysis shows that the RNN-based deep learning method yields better 

results. This deep learning technique to measure blood glucose level non-invasively using 

electrochemical saliva will helps the society to control the diabetes effectively. 

 

Keywords Glucose, Diabetes, Non-invasive GS, self-monitoring Transdermal and optical 

method. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

After a heart attack and cancer, diabetes presents the third position of most common chronic 

disease that affects people's health problems [1]. The World Health Organization has announced 

a global diabetes epidemic that affects 422 million 
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people worldwide and could pose a serious public health threat in the future. High BG level is 

basically a chronic illness in which the body cannot produce insulin or use it properly. The 

human body produces the energy necessary for insulin to absorb glucose contains from the 

blood. While the insulin sequence is interrupted, glucose does not separate from the blood, which 

leads to growth [3].  

 Leaving diabetes untreated can have serious consequences, such as kidney failure, heart 

defects, and congenital weaknesses [4]. Studies show that online glycemic control lessens 

complications and extends the lifespan of patients with diabetes by 5–8 years [5]. The most 

sophisticated glucose measuring using electrochemical test strips need a diabetic to insert his 

fingers and check blood droplets more number times at a day [6]. This type of test is not only 

produce pain, but also increases the risk of infection. The reasons given above explain why BG 

levels are not monitored as recommended many times over the years [7]. Despite important 

technical problems, he encouraged technologists to introduce non-invasive devices for observing 

glucose, aimed at alleviating pain and improving access to diabetes [8]. For this purpose, 

creating a non-invasive method to measuring glucose levels has long been considered the Holy 

Grail. Optical methods, comprising microwave spectroscopy [9], optical coherence tomography 

method [10], infrared (NIR) spectroscopy method [11], polarimetry method [12], Raman 

spectroscopy method [13] and fluorescence technique [14]. 

Yamakoshi et al. using a spectrograph, 100 sets of NRR spectrum data from 900 to 1700 nm 

were collected, and SVM was rated as the most accurate according to the reverse analysis of the 

principal component analysis (PCA), PLS and SVM [15]. An ideal was created that combines 

multiple linear regression and parallel factor analysis, which is most exact and powerful than 

multiple linear regressions [16]. Each method has its benefits, but there are also drawbacks: (1) 

more number of info is captured by independent variable, while these variables can cause the 

info to be repeated; (2) high precision and fast spectrometers that interfere with the detection of 

BG in the home; (3) The basic concept of non-invasive technology to detect NIR in NIR is the 

Bera-Lambert law, which applies to human tissues under appropriate conditions. However, the 

non-invasive detection of BG NIR does not comply with Bayer-Lambert's law, and the 

relationship between the NIR signal and the BG measurement is linear and nonlinear. Ficorella et 

al. pointed out that obtain best presentations in terms of resolution and sensitivity level at 1550 

nm [17]. 

Saliva is a human salivary fluid comprising a mixture of various hormones, enzymes, 

antibodies, growth factors and antimicrobial components. In fact, most of the compounds that are 

found in saliva are in the blood, which is very like to serum in regulating the physical condition 

of the body. It is useful to control salivary markers instead of serum because saliva gathering is a 

simple and inexpensive procedure that does not cause the patient infection or discomfort. 

Diabetes mellitus affects saliva, blood flow velocity, infiltration ability, viscosity, electrolytic ion 

composition and protein level. Therefore, saliva is a sustainable biomarker for categorizing 

people as diabetics and not. In this article, we measure glucose levels using non-invasive 

electrochemical saliva for rapid blood determination based on in-depth study methods. 

2. Proposed system 

In this research, we conducted a brief study of electrochemical changes in saliva gathered from 

good healthy people and patients with diabetes. The parameters of pH, redox potential (ORP), 
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individual concentrations, calcium and potassium were compared with the corresponding FBGL 

standards resolute under similar conditions. In adding to electrochemical factors, age is one of 

the main variables that evaluate type-2 diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease indicators. 

The 3 numerical scheme based on automatic encoder, long-term memory and RNN were applied 

to the experiment, which yielded an excellent correlation using saliva as a simple bio fluid to 

predict FBGL. The proposed model is shown in the Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1    Proposed model for FBGL detection using electrochemical saliva. 

3. Proposed system 

3.1 Selection and organization of study groups 

An entire of 175 persons aged 18 to 69 years were employed for this paper. Candidates were split 

into 2 sets: (1) fit being (FBGL): 80–120 mg / dl; 41 women; 46 men; age range 18–62 years; 

average age 35 ± 11 years , (2) Clinical diagnosis of patients with type-2 diabetes mellitus 

(FBGL ≥ 120 mg / dl; 47 women; 41 men; age level 21-69 years; average age 47 ± 10 years). 

After these were omitted from the revision: (1) pathological conditions of saliva, such as salivary 

stones, mumps, (2) pregnancy, (3) bleeding gums, gingivitis or cancer of the oral cavity, (4) 

severe diabetic or diabetic complications. (5) Any other systemically ill person, (6) Anti-Topics 

about drugs, such as cholinergic, sympatometric, skeletal muscle relaxants, anti-migraines, 

cytotoxic, retinoids and anti-HIV cytokines. An inclusion standard for a pupil with diabetes is 

based on the references of an expert commission on the diabetes analysis and grouping [18]. 

These include polydipsia, polyphagia, polyuria, and increased BGL. 

3.2 Collection of samples and protocol analysis 

Contestants were asked to enter the fast mode from 8:00 am to 10:00 am. Exclude brushing your 

teeth. They were requested to sit in an isolated room to swallow. They maintained all conditions 
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and maintained their circadian rhythm. Each person was requested to spit about 2 ml range of 

saliva into a previously autoclaved collection vessel. These trials of saliva were examined for 

many electrochemical factors. The pH and redox potential were measured using a pH / ORP 

meter F-71 Lacqua Lab (Japan). The conductivity and density of the electrolytes (mainly Na +, K 

+ and Ca ++) were recorded using ion selective models of the double series of Horiba Laca. The 

FBGL vein of all volunteers was calculated in plasma and analyzed using (Cobas Integra 400 

Plus) an automatic chemical analyzer compared to the current gold standard. 

3.3 Data pre-processing  

The electrochemical data got from saliva examples was to train ML algorithms such as automatic 

encoders, LSTMs, and RNNs to predict the outcome of unknown samples in the future. ML 

reveals the production methods and trends in big data sets, and is now routinely used in the 

industry to achieve its goals. Mathematical models were coded in Matlab R2018a. Prior to 

selecting the data, to attain the normalized data range of -11 to 1, the function of scaling the basic 

features for all different factors such as pH, ORP, conductivity, electrolyte focus and 

volunteering in units of measurement parameter. The ratio used to normalize the characteristics 

is shown in equation 1. 

)1('



 i

i

x
x  Here ix

denotes what is called the input variable of 

the sign (pH, ORP, age, etc.), 
'ix
 is called the normalized variable of the sign, ‘µ’ is the average 

value and ‘σ’ is the SD from the complete data obtained. Values of FBGL calculated in venous 

plasma are classified as 1 (high FBGL) -120 mg/dl, and compared with normalized training set 

data to control the coefficients of fitting     variables associated with the normal equation 2. 

)2()(_ xfY   Here, predicted output ‘Y’ FBGL value F of 0 or 1, 

x indicates the linear or nonlinear grouping of the input variables, and x is the value of 

coefficient equal to x. 

 After normalizing all the data of 175 volunteers, they were randomly generated and cross-

validated by splitting them into three sets of randomly generated data. In first two sets were used 

for the training and another one for the tests. 

3.4 Auto Encoder DNN Classifier 

The parts in question are classified using the Auto Encoder DNN Classifier based on the selected 

features. In this research, the automated encoder can be a suitable solution for the proper 

selection classification process of the DNN when there is no prior knowledge of the distribution 

data. Auto Encoder DNN usually operates as FFN and is an unsupervised pre-training method 

with greedy layer-wise training. In DNN, data flow is obtained from the input to the output layer 

excluding of any looping function. The main benefit of the Auto Encoder DNN Classifier is that 

the likelihood of low lost value. 
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Fig  2    Structure of deep leaning 

 An automatic encoder is a coding structure composed of a multilayer neural network as 

shown in figure 2. Input-encoding neurons represent the true input value. Each hidden layer can 

be seen as a high-level representation of its former fold; however, the true significance of each 

layer is very small. The cover of the insertion layer is the smallest representation of the insertion 

layer of the same size as the insertion layer. Activation signals are transferred across the network 

using equation (3). Until the accrual reaches the exit rate, neuronal activity can be measured 

using equation (4). 
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represents weight matrix controls the 

activation effect between neurons on the neighbour layer, ‘b’ represents bias term, ‘σ’ represents 

activation function, it can be set to hyperbolic target function to deliver non-linearity for network 

to model difficult relationship, and h(W, b, x) represents input data as well as activation output 

layer. To train this unsupervised ideal, the loss of production is used as an objective function for 

optimization as given in equation (5). 
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2),,,( WzxbWE 
signifies the 

demonstration loss with squared error. The second term reduces the weight leading to the lower 

weight, while the third term regulates the sparsity penalty regime ‘β’with an activation of the 

target ‘ρ’ near target 0, which imposes a poor representation of the objective function using the 

Kullback Leibler deviation in all training trials. This is defined in Equation (6). 
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 This research simultaneously trains the 

hidden layer of the encoder and creates a complete NN by eliminating the temporal output layer. 

A softmax output layer has been added to the top of the trained self-coding stack, which contains 

only the previously hidden layer. The softmax layer uses another activation function, which can 
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be linear, different from the one applied to the previous layer. The softmax activation function is 

Equation (7). 
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l

i is the ith row of w
l

and b
l

i is ith ending 

layer bias term. This research can employ h
l

i as an estimator of P(Y = i|x). Where ‘Y’ is the 

connected label of input data vector ‘x’. In this case, the 4 output neurons in the softmax layer 

can be interpreted as an AD determinant. 

3.5    Long Short Term Memory 

In 1997, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber coined the term short-term long-term memory (LSTM). 

However, there are different versions of LST that researchers currently propose. We provide the 

details of the LSTM proposed by Zaremba [19]. Assume that ‘yt’, ‘ct’ and ‘ht’ symbolize the 

input, cell and hidden states respectively, at iteration t. For current input ty the previous cell 

state 1tC and its equivalent previous hidden state 1th , the cell state tC and hidden state th are 

written as, 

)8()(,, 1 bUhHyoif tt  
 

)9())tanh(( 1 bUhHyj tt   )10(1 jicfc tt  

)11()tanh(0 tt ch 
 Where * signifies an element wise 

multiplication and then vector of bias ‘b’, and ‘σ’ is a sigmoid function as an activation function, 

)12())exp(1/(1)( xx   The two convolution linear transformation 

are the H and U then it is applied to ty and 1th  respectively and lastly, iteration ‘t’ is th of the 

output of an LSTM layer. 

3.6    Recurrent Neural Network 

RNN is a well-developed ML technology that is renowned for quality in many areas, such as 

signal processing, NLP, and voice recognition. Unlike traditional neural networks, RNNs 

explicitly control the temporal dependencies of the data, because the neuron output in T-1 is used 

to include the next input to power the neuron during t. the neural RNA diagram is shown in 

Figure 4. From another RNN In the models we have two well-known RNN units - LSTM and 

Gated Recovery Unit (GRU). Given the size equal to the hidden condition, the LSTM model has 

extra parameters than the GRU unit defines the architecture of the RNN [20]. 

4 Results and Discussion 

The proposed system was tested with Matlab (version 2018a) with an Intel i5 3.0 GHz processor, 

drive capacity as 1 TB and size of the RAM as 8 GB. The calculated perfect is used to assess the 

influence of various parameters on the scheme and predict its performance. Normalizing 

functions or scaling data is the first phase necessary to undo the effect of certain units. Lastly, 
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cross-validation helps prevent over-filtering when evaluating classifier performance. Below we 

discuss the results obtained by filtering the three mathematical models defined in the data of our 

preparatory test. 

 

 

 4.1.  Evaluation Metrics 

The result of the system was determined using a confusion matrix (also known as an array of 

errors or contingencies in deep learning) and receiver performance (ROC). The true positive 

results (TP) were determined as cases in which the actual and predicted FBGL values were in the 

range of ≥120 mg / dl. Equally, ‘tn’ value were cases in which both the value of predicted and 

actual had FBGL <120 mg / dl. The false positive results (FP) represented cases in which the real 

state of the infection was false, but the ideal predicted its truth and vice versa for false negative 

results (FN). The challenge assessment values are used to evaluate the separation and 

classification performance. For partitioning, the evaluation criteria included accuracy (AC), 

recall (R) and accuracy (P). The performance standards are as trails: 
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4.2.  Results 

This section delivers the performance result of our model. In the Table 2, it shows outcomes of 

various classification approaches. Also, displaying the average and SD values of accuracy (AC) 

Recall (R) and Precision (P) metrics from 3 repetitions. In the table.1, the proposed system 

performances are validated with some of the ML techniques such as, LLR, ANN, Linear-SVM 

and RBF-SVM for all classifier performance index (CPI) parameters obtained after 20 

repetitions.

  

Table   1   The average and SD from cross-validation 5 times on the data with ML technique 

Classifier AC R P 

LLR 75.86 75.48 76.76 

ANN 80.7 79.3 81.2 

Linear-SVM 77.93 79.43 77.59 

RBF-SVM 84.09 84.92 83.75 
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Figure  3    Comparative analysis for various ML techniques 

 

In above table. 1 and figure. 3 shows the comparative analysis of various ML techniques. 

Here we used various classifiers to analysis the accuracy, recall and precision. Initially LLR and 

ANN techniques used to analysis the parameter. The ANN outcome performance is better than 

the LLR. Then the linear-SVM also attained better result such as accuracy is 77.93 and recall is 

77.93 and precision is 77.59. After we proposed the method of RBF-SVM is used. It achieved 

the higher outcome performance such as accuracy level is 84.09, recall is 84.92 and the precision 

is 83.75. Our novel method is better than the previous methods results. 

 

Table 2. The average and SD from cross-validation 5 times on the data with various Deep 

learning techniques. 

Classifier AC R P 

Auto encoder 91.15 89.45 90.35 

LSTM 94.64 92.14 93.44 

RNN 97.35 94.85 95.87 

 

Figure  3    Comparative analysis for various Deep learning techniques.  

 

 In above table 2 and figure 3 displays an average and SD from cross-validation with various 

Deep learning practices, also comparative analysis of various deep learning techniques. The auto 

encoder classifier to get the output performance of accuracy as 91.15, recall as 89.45 and 
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precision is 90.35. Secondly, LSTM is used to analysis the performances, it delivers the better 

result as higher than the Auto encoder. Finally we introduced the technique of RNN scheme.  It 

gives the better accuracy outcome such as accuracy as 97.15, recall as 94.85 and precision as 

95.87. Compare pervious system with our technique is result as proposed model is better than 

traditional technique outcome result. 

 

4.3.  Conclusions 

We apply well-known mechanistic and in-depth study methods to prove the use of saliva as an 

alternative bio fluid to predict FBGL in fit and diabetic persons. In addition, using the RNN 

model, we were able to notice FBGL values of 120 mg / dL or less with an accuracy of 

approximately 97.35%. This rigor is based on strict zero error conditions, but the 2014 FDA 

guidelines allow blood glucose meters to operate with SD of more than 15% (BGL ± 15 mg / dL 

<75 mg / dL < 75 mg / dL <75 mg / dL <75 mg / dL <75 mg / dL dL), and our results are 

consistent with the true values of BGL that shows a significant relationship. In the future, we can 

increase the accuracy of our methodology by growing the sum of subjects in the database, adding 

statistically more important parameters (for example, body mass index). Gradually, using the 

latest principles of micro-production, several commercial selective ion sensors can be used in 

one integrated electrochemical measuring device for use in the care phase. This will help the 

society to overcome the current problems of BGL measurement, which may be available up to 

eight times a day for registered patients, which saves them a great risk and improves the quality 

of medical care by provided that risk-free services, a technique for monitoring BGL without fear 

of secondary pollution. 
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